Introduction
The manufacturing of glass is a complicated and expensive process. The glass is produced in a so-called glass oven or tank. The raw materials such a s s o d a and sand are dumped on one side of the oven, which is heated from above b y gas burners. Ovens are constructed in such a w ay that the glass stays inside for some time, and after about 20 hours ows via feeders to the production lines on the other side. There are, therefore, several processes involved, such as ow and heat transer and various chemical reactions. In order to study how di erent o ven con gurations a ect the production, numerical simulation is required, as full scale experimental studies are too expensive to carry out.
Since the complexity of the problem is quite appalling, existing codes for tackling this problem are in for improvement and further sophistication, like 1 adaptivity in gridding, to make the simulations more feasible (with respect to memory and computing time). In 6] a local re nement procedure was combined with a glass oven model. The method proposed was based on staggered grid nite volumes 7] . In this paper we study a di erent way to simulate the glas ow, based on locally uniform grids. The next section describes the mathematical model, namely the equations we are dealing with, the boundary conditions and the speci c physical parameters. In the third section we discuss the discretisation procedure. In section 4 the solution method is described, including some implementation details. Section 5 deals with a local re nement technique called local defect correction (LDC). Its application to the glass ow is discussed in the two last sections, viz. a stirred ow in section 6 and bubbling in section 7.
Mathematical model
The oven in fact consists of an oven proper (melting tank) and a second part, connected by a small channel, from which the glass is going to a feeder channel for further processing, leading to the actual product eventually, see Fig.1 .
The mathematical model consists of equations, describing physical processes occuring in the glass ow, complemented by suitable boundary conditions. In order to restrict this still general model to our particular case of interest we perform a dimension analysis based on glass glass ow properties.
Main equations
Since melted glass can be considered a viscous Newtonian uid, we can model it by the (incompressible) Navier-Stokes equations ( ( (x)u ru) = F ; r p + r ( (x)ru) r ( (x)u) = 0 :
Here , are the viscosity and the density of the glass respectively, and F = ( 0 0 ; g) T is a gravitational force. Since the glass ow exibits steady state behaviour for large time scales, these equations are written in a time independent form. The motion of the glass is caused by temperature di erences thus the set of equations is incomplete without the energy equation. For a steady low-velocity o w with negligible dissipation we can derive the energy equation in the following form r (C p (x)uT ) = r (k(x)rT ) (2) where k and C p are the conductivity and the heat capacity, respectively.
Boundary conditions
A typical glass oven con guration is depicted in Figure 1 . We can de ne the boundary values for this geometry as follows: the velocity has Dirichlet values on the in ow, out ow and, assuming no-slip, on the walls too. The top layer is modelled as a symmetry plane, that is the normal component is zero for the rest we prescribe homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. For the temperature the situation is di erent, since the heat loss from the walls and heat in ux from the top layer are not known a priori, but can be expressed via a Robin-type boundary condition. In particular we can write ;(u n)j ; inf low = u 0 3 ;(u n)j ; outf low = u 1 (u )j ; inf low = ( u )j ; outf low = 0 uj ;w g = 0 (u n)j ;top = 0 @(u ) @n j ;top = 0 T j ; inf low = T 0 @ T @n j ; outf low = 0 @ T @n j ;top = H(T ) @ T @n j ; wall = Q(T ):
Physical parameters
The above described equations, together with the boundary conditions, are still too general, since they might a s w ell represent a n y viscous ow in a tank.
In order to resctrict the model to the particular case of the glass ow w e a r e interested in, we need to specify the parameters of the equation, in particualr the viscosity, the density, the heat conductivity and the heat capacity. The most important of these coe cients are the viscosity and the density. The viscosity does signi cantly a ect the ow pattern it decays exponentially as the temperature grows (Vogel Fucher Tamman law) The most signi cant factor in a glass ow computation is the density. It may bemodelled as a linear function of the temperature, more precisely glass (T ) = a (1 ; b (T ; c )) (4) and changes by only about 10% nevertheless it drives the ow via the convective term and the gravitation.
Dimensional analysis
In order to examine the behaviour of the momentum and the energy equations, in particular to determine whether di usion or convection prevails, we make the equations dimensionless. Let us rewrite them as new variables The next step towards the solution is a discretisation of the continuous problem. We h a ve opted for the nite volume method, because it ensures conservation of a number of important properties, such as momentum and mass. After the discretisation procedure has been xed, we need to choose the grid on which we will discretise the equations.
Collocated grid versus staggered grid
The natural choice of the grid for a nite volume method is a staggered grid 7]. It is called staggered because the velocity components are staggered with respect to the pressure, which is placed in the center of the cells. The staggered grid ensures that the resulting discrete system will not be singular.
In some sense it plays the same role as the LBB or Inf-Sup condition in the nite element method 8]. Despite the fact that using a staggered grid we always end up with a non-singular system, the programming process using such a grid is not a triviality, especially in 3D.
We will use another type of grid, namely a collocated grid, that is the grid where all variables are computed at the same locations. It is far more convenient for programming, but requires a special discretisation procedure to ensure non-singularity of the system. 
For the sake of simplicity we consider here the two dimensional case. Momentum and body force are discretised according to a standard nite volume procedure 3]. Let us restrict our attention to the pressure gradient. Integrating the rst component over a c o n trol volume, with node C say, 
We use downstream values of the pressure in (8) instead of midvalues. It leads to rst order approximation instead of a possibly second order but, as it will be explained later, this will guarantee the non-singularity of the system.
Discretisation of the continuity equation
Since we are using a collocated grid, the continuity equation is integrated over the same control volumes as the momentum equations.
(9) Here the upstream values of the velocity are used for the same reason as in the pressure gradient approximation.
PISO method
A solution method for the Navier-Stokes equations coupled with the energy equation was suggested by Issa 4] . It is an operator splitting approach, which is closely related to the well-known family of SIMPLE/SIMPLER algorithms by Patankar 7] .
Let us assume now that after discretisation the system has the following form
Here M(u T) is a discrete momentum operator, E(u T) | discrete energy operator, both depending non-linearly on the velocity and the temperature. B p and B u are the discrete gradient and the discrete divergence, respectively.
Description of the algorithm
First we append to the momentum equations a time dependent term. Iterants u n , T n and p n are assumed to be known. After solving the prediction step (T n )u ; (T n )u n t = F ; M(u n T n )u ; B p p n (11) we nd the velocity eld u which is our rst guess. Since it might not satisfy the continuity equation we correct it in the following way The matrix B u B p is a Laplace-type operator with Neumann boundaryconditions. We shall examine it further in the next subsection. After the new pressure has beenfound we can apply (12) to correct the velocity eld. At the next step we compute the new temperature C p (T n )T n+1 ; C p (T n )T n t = ;E(u T n )T n+1 :
(14)
In his paper Issa showed that two correction steps give the optimal new value of the velocity for the time-dependent computations. Although we are dealing with steady-state computations, numerical tests show that two correction steps are also more e cient in the steady-state case. The second correction step will then look like This is a standard 5-point nite volume (or which is the same in this case, nite element) discretisation of the Laplace operator. It can beshown that the discrete pressure system di ers from the 5-point approximation of the Laplace operator only at the boundary nodes. Connectivity graphs of the pressure matrix and the discrete Laplacian are shown in Figure 6 Summation is done over four sets of the boundary points, as is shown in Figure 7 . The compatibility condition can be interpeted as an approximation of I @ ( (T )u n)d; = 0 which in turn means that no mass is generated inside the domain. A consequence of (16) is the following. Let us assume that the exact solution is known and satis es the continuity equation. We use it to obtain the boundary values but since they also should satisfy (16) it might happen that we cannot use the values of the exact solution at the boundarypoints. To put it another way, even though the continuous solution satis es the continuity equation, a test problem constructed from it might n o t h a ve a solution. The same is true for any solution method for the Stokes/Navier-Stokes equations which makes use of the pressure matrix, though the compatibility condition will perhaps look less "exotic" than for the method considered. One of the reasons why (16) (or its variants) is sometimes ignored, is the correction of the pressure system. The pressure system is singular and since the pressure is determined up to a constant, we can x the pressure at one point, which means that the solution is fully determined despite the fact that the original system might be incompatible. The result of that will bethe new velocity eld that does not satisfy the continuity equation. The last remark about the compatibility condition is that it is not known a priori, but follows from the discrete momentum and the continuity equations. Due to the local nature of some processes in the oven, we need a higher resolution in areas where such processes take place. The method we use for local re nement is called Local Defect Correction (LDC) 2]. LDC is an iterative procedure which is able to accurately combine solutions on ner local and coarser global grids. In order to describe the method we consider a model boundary value problem Lu = f in = (0 1) (0 1) (17) u = ' on @ :
Local defect correction
(18)
Here L is an arbitrary elliptic operator, f is a given function on , ' a given function on the boundary @ . The model composite grid H h (see Fig.8 )is composed of a global coarse grid and a local ne grid. The global coarse grid H is a uniform grid with grid size H H = f(x i y j )j x i = iH y j = j H 0 < i < 1=H 0 < j < 1=Hg:
We suppose that 1=H 2 N. The local ne grid h loc is a uniform grid with grid size h < H , c o vering the region of local re nement loc = ( 0 1 ) ( 0 2 ) h loc = f(x i y j )j x i = ih y j = j h 0 < i < 1=h 0 < j < 1=hg: We assume 1 =H 2 N, 2 =H 2 N and H=h 2 N. The interface ; is de ned as the part of the boundary @ loc that lies inside , ; = @ loc \ :
We assume also that the high activity region of the boundary value problem lies inside the subregion loc . The composite grid H h is de ned by H h = H h loc :
The re nement factor is de ned as the ratio of the coarse grid size H and the ne grid size h, = H=h: Besides the uniform coarse grid H and the uniform local grid h loc , there is one more important grid, namely the local coarse grid H loc which is de ned by The LDC method can be summarised as the following scheme: 
Stirred ow
One of the situations where we can use the advantages of LDC is the modelling of a stirrer. Usually the stirrer is located in a so-called doghouse, a small tank from which glass ows to production lines. We model the stirrer as a s m a l l rectangular solid piece, with velocity vectors prescribed in such a way that they move the ow around. The problem with computations involving a stirrer is that the size of the stirrer is normally much smaller than the characteristic length. The standard way to resolve the problem is to rene globally in the vicinity of the stirrer. Results of this approach are shown in Figure 9 accuracy, but has some strong disadvantages. First, by re ning globally we obtain a considerable amount o f g r i d p o i n ts, in which much the information is irrelevant. In 3D this leads to a signi cant and super uous increase in memory and computational time. Secondly, the condition number of the discrete system depends on the mesh size ratio.
We can avoid this problems by re ning locally, and use LDC. The result is depicted in Figure 10 . One of the main advantages of LDC is that we don't need a special data structure for the composite grid, since it is constructed of regular global and local grids. Furthermore, since the systems used in LDC are of smaller size and better conditioned due to smaller mesh size ratios, the solution process of linear systems is considerably more e cient. Though LDC is an iterative procedure, it converges very fast. We use the results from the global re nementû in order to estimate convergence and accuracy of LDC. u H h denotes the solution on the composite grid (see Table 1 ).
Another speci c feature of LDC is the use of the defect. Via the defect local pertubations a ect the solution globally. If we w ould stop the procedure after the initial step, that is without updating the global problem, the results would not beaccurate enough, see Figure 11 7 Bubbling Another situation in the glass oven where we can successfully use LDC, is a bubbling process. The air bubbles are injected into the glass tank from the bottom, and while moving to the top, they attract other bubbles, thus removing the air from the glass.
Suppose we have with an initial volume per bubble V 0 . Since the hydrostatic pressure decreases going from the bottom to the top, the bubble diameter changes to V b = V 0 1 + gH=p 0 1 + g(H ; z)=p 0 where H is a total glass height, z the glass height and p 0 the athmospheric pressure. Suppose the total bubbling volume ow is Q. Then the distance #LDC iter. jjû;u H h jj1 jjûjj1 0 7:90 10 ;2 1 3:79 10 ;2 2 2:15 10 ;2 3 1:26 10 ;2 Table 1 : LDC iteration results The computations on a coarse grid appear to be not accurate enough, see Fig.12 . In order to improve the solution we use LDC, see Fig.13 . The absolute value of the composite solution and the velocity eld in the region of the local re nement are depicted in Figure 14 and 15 respectively. 
